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Thank you to all the staff who contributed to our annual report by way of articles, photos, production,
and distribution. A special thank you to Peter Redden of Peter Redden – Content & Design Solutions
for beautifully designing and creating this report.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF FUNDING BODIES
Tullawon Health Service Inc. formally wishes to thank all of our funding bodies for their continued
support throughout 2016-2017. We would not be able to support the Anangu of Yalata Community
without your help.

A bi-annual rafﬂe is also drawn at each of these events, with incredible prizes. To gain tickets in the
rafﬂe prizes, Community members must attend the clinic and gain health screens. Eligible health
screens included; ATSI Health Check, STI screens, kidney function tests, vaccinations, development
screens and more. Through generous donations and discounts from local businesses, THS was able to
provide signiﬁcant prizes in the rafﬂe draw. Some of the prizes included televisions; household goods
and equipment, such as a washing machine and dryer; camping gear and so much more. We would
like to acknowledge the contributions from the following local businesses, who have supported these
wonderful events:
◾
◾
◾
◾

Government of South Australia
SA Health

Ceduna Betta Electrical
Ceduna Furniture
Ceduna Homescene
Ceduna Foreshore Hotel & Motel

For the ﬁrst time ever, Yalata hosted three show rides to celebrate the NAIDOC Family Day. We had
the Hurricane, Titanic Slide and a Safari Train for the younger children. Everyone was fed hot dogs,
popcorn, cinnamon donuts and a little bit of fairy ﬂoss to create the complete carnival experience.
For many children, this was the ﬁrst time they had experienced a show like this or been on show
rides. Whilst we had some weather setbacks, it was an incredibly enjoyable day for all. The THS team
worked tirelessly to complete their allocated tasks and ensure it went off without a hitch. SAPOL also
has some representatives present and assisted us with doing night patrol to ensure the rides were
safe overnight. Key stakeholders and partnering services were invited to promote services and get
involved with the Community.

THANK YOU

The Christmas days commence with Santa and his helpers, driving the ambulance around the
Community, waking up the children and leading them to the Christmas activities. The activities
include; card making; bauble decorating; face painting and more. Each child that is a resident of
Yalata, under the age of 16 receives a wonderful gift, speciﬁc to their age and gender. Their names
are individually called out and they receive the gift directly from Santa. Some children were a little
nervous about Santa, whilst others were very excited to see him in real life!

THANK YOU

& FUNDING BODIES

FAMILY COMMUNITY

HEALTH DAYS

The Tullawon Health Service (THS) Executive Management team decided that Yalata needed
more fun. The Community doesn’t get many opportunities to celebrate altogether for a united reason
that isn’t promoting a service or organisation. It was decided that a Family Christmas Day would
be held each December and a NAIDOC Family Day would be hosted during NAIDOC week in July.
These days are speciﬁcally for Yalata families and all associated activities and food are free. On the
15th December 2016, Tullawon Health Service Inc. held its inaugural Family Christmas Day and it was
a huge success.

Government of South Australia
Department for Communities
and Social Inclusion

Aboriginal health

in Aboriginal hands

The ﬁrst prize for the Family Day rafﬂe included a Home Package, complete with a lounge, dining
setting, 55 inch Smart TV, TV stand and a vacuum. The second prize was a Camping Package, with a
double swag, 2 sleeping bags, 55L car fridge, 2 surf rods and tackle. The third prize was a Study/Work
Package, with an adjustable desk, computer chair, laptop and accessories.
THS is very excited to host these two events each year, as it makes such a positive difference to those
in the Community. You can see the excitement on the faces of the children, their parents and families
too. All of the feedback we have received from these have been very positive and we hope that all
of the families in Yalata enjoy them too. Please remember to come and visit the Clinic to gain more
rafﬂe tickets for the next event!

Front Cover Images - Family Community Health Days
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WELCOME

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Tullawon Health Service Inc. would like to acknowledge all Yalata Anangu who are
the Traditional Custodians of the Land. We would also like to pay respect to the
Elders both past and present of the Pitjantjatjara Nation and extend the same
respect to other Indigenous Australians who may read this.

MISSION
The Tullawon Health Service Inc. mission is to provide the highest standard of client care using a
holistic approach toward diagnosis and management of illness. We are committed to promoting
health, wellbeing and disease prevention to all clients. We do not discriminate in the provision of
excellent care and aim to treat all clients with dignity and respect.

VISION
The Tullawon health Service Inc. vision is to provide
and be recognised for providing Yalata Anangu
with high quality, appropriate, efficient and
effective primary health care and related
services.

AIM
The Tullawon Health Service
Inc. aim is to provide quality
health services to Anangu in
Yalata and to keep family,
community and culture
strong.

Image: Yalata Community welcome sign
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The Anangu people of Yalata share significant health problems with the majority
of Aboriginal communities in Australia. In the past Aboriginal people saw that
mainstream health services were failing to meet their needs. This was because of
the barriers of culture and remoteness. To gain access to appropriate health services,
Aboriginal people have been establishing independently incorporated and community
controlled health services since the early 1970s. With these organisations in place,
communities elect their own Boards of Management to oversee the employment
of staff and the planning, managing and delivery of primary health care services.

HISTORY

HISTORY

Yalata Maralinga Health Service Inc. (YMHS) was established in 1982 following community initiative
and lobbying. The health service was not only concerned with looking after people living in Yalata
but also the older people who had returned to their traditional lands to the north. Over the years
some of the older people had returned and established the permanent community
at Oak Valley, north-west of Maralinga.
By the late 1990s Oak Valley was ready to establish its own health service
called Oak Valley (Maralinga) Health Service (OV(M)). Many meetings
took place at this time and it was agreed that OV(M) would be
established under the following principles:
◾◾ The Anangu people of Yalata and Oak Valley are one people
◾◾ Both YMHS and OV(M) should make sure that there are
cooperative and “seamless” arrangements, for Anangu,
between the health services
The YMHS constitution was amended and adopted at a
Special General Meeting on May 31st 2001 with the name of
the organisation being changed to Tullawon Health Service
Inc. (THS). However, the importance of the two principles
relating to services for the people of Yalata and Oak Valley is
maintained in the current THS Constitution.
Today, THS has grown substantially, with many programs
focussing on Primary Health Care, Aged Care, Disability Care,
Women’s Health, Men’s Health, Child Health, Dental Health and
more. THS is continuously trying to improve and use our not for profit
funding in the most cost-effective manner. We have a fantastic team of
professionals that live in Yalata and many visiting staff and specialists
that provide services which ensure Yalata
people receive the best health access
they require.

Image: Children awaiting to receive
their presents from Santa at
the Family Christmas Day

Image: Kids enjoying the rides at the
NAIDOC Family Day
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CHAIRPERSON’S

REPORT

The 2016-17 financial year has been another big year for Tullawon Health Service,
with a lot of growth and program improvements. The Community has been very
busy with a lot of Business and I, on behalf of the THS Board, would like to pay my
respect to all those that have passed.
We have started our Strategic Plan for the next 5 years, which we hope to share with the
Community at the AGM. The Board took a few days out to work with Peter Marin to develop this
plan and determine key strategies to move Tullawon forward in the future for the Community.
There are a lot of changes on the horizon in terms of funding for Tullawon and big changes that
we will see in the services we provide.
All the Board undertook Governance Training through the Australian Institute of Company Directors.
Our Board teamed up with the CKAHSAC’s Board and went through the training together. It was very
helpful to do this as a group, as we cut down costs and could gain support and experiences from
one another. The training was very valuable and is assisting us with our roles and responsibilities
and will help us when we review our Constitution in the coming months.
We have been very fortunate to work with many well renowned organisations this year, such
as the Australian Army, NACCHO, Fred Hollows Foundation and more. We have been excited to
watch the development of the Amenities Building and look forward to its completion. This will
help Community during Sporting Carnivals and during Business.
The Community Family Days, hosted by Tullawon this year have been a huge
success. The feedback I received from the Community has been very
positive and we look forward to many more of these for Yalata in the
coming years.
As part of the Chairperson role, I represent Tullawon on the AHCSA
Board. This involves attending Board Meetings in Adelaide.
I would like to thank Joanne Badke for all her work as our CEO,
my fellow Board members and all the staff for their dedication
and contributions this year.
Palya, I look forward to working together as a Board in the
coming years, with all the reforms facing our organisation.

Roderick Day
Chairperson

Images:

Roderick Day, Chairperson,
preparing the fire for activities

		 Sharon Bryant, Board Member,
making some damper with
the ladies
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With the continuation of the ‘cashless debit card pilot’ extended from March 2017 to 30 June 2018,
Tullawon Health Service received funding from the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet
(PMC) to extend the Alcohol and Other Drugs (AOD) program. Funding remains limited to one
fulltime position, but as previously negotiated, the role has been split into 2 part time positions
enabling the continuation of a male and female AOD worker. These positions are still required to
cover both Yalata and Oak Valley communities.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S

This annual reporting period 1st July 2016 to 30 June 2017 has seen many challenges,
staff and program changes and organisational developments for Tullawon Health
Service (THS) as a whole.

REPORT

INTRODUCTION

THS advocated with the Department of Prime Minister & Cabinet (DPMC) to increase the AOD
funding to improve the resources available to service the Oak Valley community adequately,
however we were unsuccessful. THS will continue to advocate for Oak Valley to be funded a AOD
position in the future.
Tullawon Health is required to meet industry standards for all of our service areas and must
participate in reviews undertaken by our funding bodies and independent accreditations. This
requires us to ensure the Tullawon Health Service Policy and Procedures are compliant with
Industry Standards and that all staff and Directors fully comply with Tullawon Health Service
Policy and Procedures, systems and contractual agreements.
To assist the Board members and Senior staff member’s knowledge and understanding of their
roles, functions and responsibility of legal compliances, we engaged the Australian Institute of
Company Directors (AICD) to provide customised Governance training.
The construction on the Yalata Amenities Building commenced in May, and we held our first
Christmas Family Day and NAIDOC Family Day that coincides with our six monthly raffles. Both of
these community days will become an annual event for Tullawon Health.
Industry reforms continue to create significant challenges for Tullawon Health and Yalata
Community. Two major reforms have already commenced; Aged Care to My Aged
Care and Disability to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) with
a third major reform about to commence in Aboriginal Health which
affects funding methodologies and could see Tullawon Health have a
significant reduction in funding.
The Board scheduled strategic planning in September 2017 and
will develop strategies taking into account the major reforms.
In addition, the Board has requested a review of the current
Tullawon Health Service constitution and two independent
consultants will be engaged to facilitate both the strategic
planning and the constitutional review.
Every 12 months we identify goals that we would like to
achieve in addition to our contractual obligations. These goals
were identified in the last annual report and I have provided a
report on our progress of some of these goals within this report.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Individual areas will report on their achievements in line with our
contractual obligations, overall Tullawon Health Service has adequately
met the majority of contractual requirements and targets however, we
have a number of areas that require improvements. In particular, we need
to improve staff attendance and retention, equality of staff member’s workloads,
community health education, and engagement.
Image: Children getting involved in the activities
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S

REPORT

During this reporting period we have had some major achievements some of which are described
below.

Safe Eye’s, Healthy Live’s Program Update (5 year plan)
The Safe Eye’s, Healthy Lives (SEHL) program in its second year of the five-year plan to eliminate
trachoma has seen great successes. The SEHL Environmental Health Officer has become a
registered volunteer tree grower, and will commence with seedlings in the later part of 2017.
In addition, the Australian Army have appointed Adams &
Co. Constructions Pty Ltd as the successful tenderer for
the development of the Yalata Amenities Building,
construction commenced in late May and is
expected to be completed by late September 2017.
The Amenities Building will support access to
public hygiene facilities for visitors and community
members.
Tullawon Health service was delighted to receive the
invitation for myself to become a principle member
of the Australian Trachoma Alliance (ATA). This
principle position offers us the opportunity to have a
national voice on strategies to eliminate trachoma in
remote Aboriginal Communities.

Visitor Accommodation Update (3 year plan)
THS three (3) year accommodation plan is near completed
and on schedule. The plan was developed to address the growth
demands for THS Staff Housing and management of the health visitors
that require accommodation. The three (3) year accommodation plan addressed the visitor
accommodation requirements and to gain access to current staff housing that was utilised
by visitors to begin to address the long-term remote staff positions housing shortage.
In developing the plan, a number of geographical considerations were taken into
account in particular the sites identified for the development were already allocated
to THS and would not require further land acquisitions. In regards to town planning
consistency the area selected already had transportable accommodation in
place (220 and 236) and is consistent with appropriate grouping. In addition, the
transportable accommodation is raised off the ground to accommodate the flood
zone area.
STAGE 1 – SEPTEMBER 2014 TO AUGUST 2015 SITE 219 (COMPLETED)
Tullawon Health would seek funding opportunities to purchase three (3)
Transportable donga’s adequate for Single/couple short-term stay.
All Three (3) dongas to be placed on the vacant Site 219. Tullawon
Health will be responsible for all essential service connections
and costs associated to the development of this site. Tullawon
Health will ensure that all safety and security issues to be met
as identified in compliance agreements from funding bodies.
STAGE 2 – SEPTEMBER 2015 TO AUGUST 2016 SITE 236
(COMPLETED)
Tullawon Health will seek funding to support the purchase of
a larger Transportable Donga style Accommodation to support
longer periods of stay rather than overnights. Similar to the
Transportable Donga already on the site of 236.
The Donga will be placed on the site of 236 and become 236B, new
fencing and a division of the Yard will be provided by Tullawon Health.
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Tullawon Health will seek funding to support the purchase of a second larger transportable donga
style accommodation to support longer periods of stay rather than overnights. Similar in size to
236A & B.
The Donga will be placed on the site of 220 and become 220B, this donga will be placed behind
the current transportable on 220, and this site is already divided by fencing and has a three (3) car
lockable garage facing the proposed site. New security fencing will be provided by THS around
this specific area.
This site backs onto a school property and has a small gate adjacent to the site; the school has
advised that this access point is not utilised by the tenants and access is all from the other end
of the property. THS will move the gate to the side of the property enabling access in the future
if desired. Tullawon Health will cover all essential services and connections. Tullawon Health will
meet all safety and security requirements.
It was envisaged that on completion of this three (3) year accommodation plan that THS will
develop a plan for future long-term staff housing based on growth and requirements of THS to
provided long-term remote staff housing.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S

STAGE 3 – SEPTEMBER 2016 TO AUGUST 2017 SITE 220
(NEAR COMPLETION)

REPORT

The Septic tank and pipes needs to be replaced so all plumbing to the current transportable
on 236 will be upgraded. A double carport will be constructed for the new Donga and a single
carport will be provided for the existing transportable donga on 236A. All safety and security
requirements will be met by Tullawon Health.

Tullawon Health Transport Program Update
Transport is an ongoing issue for community members who are required
to attend Medical appointments, although opportunities through Far
West Coast have been provided this has limitations, requires a robust
application process and does not address the travel from Yalata to
Ceduna.
Transportation to Ceduna for appointments or to catch the plane/
bus to attend appointments in either Adelaide or Port Augusta
is the major issue faced. We cannot provide a vehicle that
community members can borrow to attend appointments and
are not resourced to send clinical staff to transport community
members to and from Ceduna on a regular basis.
We can provide limited transport support to eligible Aged & Disability
clients through the Aged & Disability services and eligible Mums &
bubs clients through our Mums & Bubs Program but this needs to be in
coordinated groups, as we cannot have a staff member absent from delivery of
services every day of the week.
To address these transport issues the Tullawon Health Board requested the CEO to investigate
possible options for a self-funded transport service for the Yalata Community.
A sustainable model has been endorsed by the Tullawon Health Board and will include the
following;
◾◾ Acquire funds through a Philanthropy foundation to purchase an appropriate bus for
transports services
◾◾ Develop a strict transport policy and procedure in-line with DCSI Client Transport Standards
◾◾ Develop a passenger ticket contribution fee model to contribute to the costs of the
Transport Driver
◾◾ Provide a transport service to and from Ceduna 3 times per week with set pick up and drop
off destinations

TULLAWON HEALTH SERVICE INCORPORATED • ANNUAL REPORT 2017
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S

REPORT

◾◾ Must be a pre-booked service for passengers
◾◾ Passenger transport conditions to include strict rules regarding intoxication and substance
misuse, hygiene standards, behavioural responsibilities, and priority transports.
◾◾ Transport Driver to comply with DCSI standards and meet all regulatory compliance
associated
◾◾ Transport to be reliable, compliant and consistent, no loan or bus hire to other community
events or groups possible.
We were successful in obtaining an appropriate second-hand bus, we are currently developing the
transport services systems, policy and procedures and cost model. The transport service cannot
commence until we have met the requirements of the Transport Act and have successfully passed
our SA Services Inspections.
We have finally after many screenings of nominated drivers that have not met the DCSI standards
and SA Services transport driver requirements engaged an appropriate transport driver, Cameron
Gear. We are hoping to have this service up and running by mid to late November 2017.

Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) Program Update
The Tullawon Health CQI program has achieved the following key objectives;
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾

Employed CQI coordinators for both Aged Care and Health
Developed a 3 year CQI action plan
Introduce CQI to all staff and Directors
Workplace cultural change to adopt a CQI framework
CQI activities implemented
Successful Accreditations
Community Feedback

We have moved into stage two (2) of our CQI program and have employed both the Primary Health
Quality Assurance Coordinator, Natasha Desai and The Aged & Disability Services Coordinator,
Georgina Riseley to continue to work on the 3 year CQI action plan that was developed December
2015, with a primary focus on industry accreditations.
THS is scheduled for our AGPAL and ACFS External Reviews between September and November
2017.

Goal Achievements
Last year, as discussed, we set ourselves goals to strive to achieve in the following 12 months,
these goals were in addition to the contractual obligations from our funding bodies. Some of our
progress towards achieving these goals is as follows;

Goal - To lobby for remote area Aged Care Staff Housing
Tullawon Health Service has successfully submitted an application to the National Aboriginal
& Torres Strait Islander Aged Care Program (NATSIACP) to build two (2) new staff houses. In
consultation with YAAC the two (2) new proposed house sites have been allocated. THS is excited
to be granted this funding after a lengthy period of lobbying.
It is expected that construction of these properties will occur early next year; currently the
properties are being designed based on consultation with the THS Board and YAAC Board
representatives that met with the ARUP team in May this year.
The construction of the two houses will go out to tender once all the planning and logistics’ have
been completed and consulted with Aboriginal Lands Trust (ALT).
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Staff Housing is an ongoing issue not only for Tullawon Health Service, but also an issue for Yalata
Anangu Aboriginal Corporation (YAAC) and the Yalata School. Tullawon Health Service is very
limited on who we can provide staff housing by numbers and criteria.
It is important to understand that Tullawon Health Service does not have the provision to provide
staff housing for all local Anangu community members employed by us, it is an expectation
from funding bodies that local Anangu staff employed will already have housing although we
acknowledge this is not always the case.
Tullawon Health Service is supported by funding bodies to provide staff housing for identified
positions which require specific expertise and qualifications such as Remote Area Nurses and
require successful applicants to relocate to Yalata. Tullawon Health Service is not funded to
provide staff housing to positions targeting local Anangu people such as the Aboriginal Health
Worker positions.
All staff housing must be vacated as soon as the person is no longer employed by Tullawon Health
Service, this model cannot provide sustainable housing to local community members.
We acknowledge it is difficult for local community members who require housing, it is well known
that there is a shortage of community housing available and this can have an impact on local
Anangu people sustaining employment at Tullawon Health Service.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S

STAFF HOUSING

REPORT

CHALLENGES

Tullawon Health is working with the Yalata School, YAAC and SA Housing to ensure together we
work towards sustainable housing for local people and relocated staffing.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Whilst we cannot be certain that funding will be secure at the completion of our current contracts;
we can assure members that we will work very hard to develop strategies to ensure viability of
Tullawon Health Service to provide services to the Yalata community into the future.
The following priorities have been indentified for us to work towards over the next twelve months;
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾

Development of a new five (5) year Strategic Plan
Review of the Current Constitution
A purpose built Aged Care Day Centre and Residential Facility
Improvement of Information Communications and Technology (ICT)
infrastructure

CLOSING MESSAGE
The past 3.5 years have not only been a challenge for me as CEO, all
staff and Board Members have been working through an ever changing
environment, implementation of new systems, and the ongoing
quality improvements. I would like to acknowledge this support and
to take this opportunity to thank you all.
I would also like to acknowledge the ongoing support AHCSA,
NACCHO, ATA and funding bodies has provided Tullawon Health
Service over the past 12 months.
Although government changes and expectations can be hard, it takes
time and dedication from all staff, it is important to focus on the
future goals and achievements whilst not losing sight of the ultimate
goal to provide quality services to the Yalata Community residents and to
improve health outcomes for Anangu People from a holistic model of care.

Joanne Badke
Chief Executive Officer
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ADMINISTRATION

REPORT

It has been another fast paced year for Tullawon Health Service and the
Administration team. With many significant changes occurring in each program,
employee movements, accreditations and other general business we have all had
our hands full. Our team wears various hats with our primary focus of supporting
all the requirements of a business other than direct service delivery.
Between the six of us, we support Tullawon Health Service (THS) with tasks like funding applications,
payroll, maintaining our vehicles and everything in between. We endeavour to support all the staff
and all the programs with the assistance they need administratively and operationally.

EMPLOYEE MOVEMENTS
During the financial 2016-17 financial year we have once again had a lot of change in employee of
the admin team.
Adevia Damara (Oki) – Administration Officer Employment ended with us in September 2016
Kristy Forrest – Administration Officer/Trachoma Project Officer employment ended with us in
August 2016
Kiarni Coleman – Cleaner began employment with us late June 2016, Kiarni has changed position
as of December 2016 to persue career as an Aboriginal Health Worker.
We wish the best to the above staff and their future endeavours.
However, we have also some new staff that have come on-board in the admin area as follows:
Narbi Charles – Administration Officer came on-board in October 2016 to permanently fill the
gap whilst Roxanne Harrison still remained on Maternity Leave. However, Narbi’s employment
unfortunately is due to end with us in August 2017.
Wayne Coleman – Admin Cleaner came on-board in March 2017 which was a new position that
was split of the Cleaner role Kiarni Coleman was previously in.
Leslie Mundy – Maintenance Worker came on-board with us in February 2017 which was also a
new position to assist with the construction side and maintenance tasks of Tullawon buildings
and accommodation.
We would like to welcome these new employees and hope they enjoy their time
working with us.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
INFRASTRUCTURE (IT)
Not much has changed with IT infrastructure in this financial year.
The biggest change for the IT area was the migration of the patient
information recall system, Communicare, to a new server with a
newer version of windows. This took place in August 2016 and
was done so without any complications.

Image: Ryan Cooper, Kim Lovibond, Narbi Charles and Rianna
Mundy supervising show rides at the NAIDOC Family Day
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Recruitment for the financial 2016-17 year has been for the following positons:
◾◾ Remote Area Nurse
◾◾ Anita Maynard
◾◾ Ron Ebon
◾◾ Amy Bowden

◾◾ Admin Cleaner

◾◾ Wayne Coleman

◾◾ Medical Cleaner

◾◾ Verna Gibson

◾◾ Administration Officer
◾◾ Narbi Charles

◾◾ Primary Health Quality Assurance Coordinator

ADMINISTRATION

This financial year we have been focusing on Personnel Files, in which we have tried to get the
majority of our personnel files up to date. Whilst the majority of staff are now up to date in terms
of the documentation required, we are still facing some problems obtaining everything from
each individual employee. We hope to improve the system and maintain ongoing updates of the
personnel files for accreditation purposes.

REPORT

HUMAN RESOURCES

◾◾ Natasha Desai

◾◾ Health Workers

◾◾ Roy Day
◾◾ Kiarni Coleman
◾◾ Benjamin Reynolds

◾◾ Maintenance Worker
◾◾ Leslie Mundy

MAINTENANCE
The biggest changes for Tullawon in terms of maintenance are the upgrade of fencing and
installation of security Cameras. With the help and organisation of the maintenance team, all
Tullawon owned staff housing was upgraded with higher fences to ensure that the staff that
occupy those houses feel safe. We have also installed security cameras on the staff houses,
admin and clinic buildings to ensure the safety of both our clients and staff.
The maintenance team have setup and completed installation of the additional Donga that was
mentioned in the previous annual report. This accommodation was allocated to the Primary
Health Quality Assurance Coordinator position.
The maintenance crew have also completed other projects such as the laundry/cleaner shed that
is located at our visitor donga accommodation, carports and other general maintenance requests
that have come through admin.

ACCOMMODATION/STAFF HOUSING
Tullawon have purchased another Donga making a total of 5, which has assisted with staff housing
and visitor accommodation. We were also successful in gaining funding for two new staff houses
under the Aged Care Flexible Services program, which has been a huge achievement. These will be
the first (on site built) houses THS has been funded in close to 10 years!
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ADMINISTRATION

REPORT

PROCESS AND SYSTEM CHANGES
Some processes which have changed or been implemented in the financial year 2016-17 are as
follows:
◾◾ Booking System – We have implemented a booking system for our visitor accommodation to
allow us to easily track and organise bookings for when specialists come out to stay.
◾◾ Sign in book – We have now implemented a system of which staff are required to sign in
and out each day on the sign in/out book allocated to their area. This is to allow us improve
absenteeism and assist staff in completing their timesheets.
◾◾ Cab Vouchers – Unfortunately paper based cab vouchers are a thing of the past and we had
to migrate to a system called cab charge. This system now involves vouchers to be given out
but are processed through an EFTPOS machine. This has also expanded the available Taxi
companies that we can use.
◾◾ Motor Vehicles Agreement – We have implemented a new agreement of motor vehicles
so that all staff are aware of how Tullawon allocates its vehicles to staff and the processes
involved when staff need to borrow a work vehicle for work purposes.

OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS
The Admin team successfully organised and held a NAIDOC Family Day on July 6th and the
inaugural Family Christmas Day on 15th December 2016. The admin team would like to thank all
those involved and especially the clinic for keeping up with the demand of services from clients
to obtain raffle tickets.
The Environmental Health Officer has organised a very successful Clean Up Yalata Day with the
Yalata school, which was held on the 30th May 2017. Ivan and the students did a tremendous job
cleaning up countless bags of rubbish around Community. A BBQ was held to celebrate everyone’s
achievements.

TRAINING
In collaboration with Ceduna Koonibba Aboriginal Health Service, the THS Board and some Senior
Management have undergone governance training which has been tailored to Remote Aboriginal
Community Boards. We hope to empower our Board with this training so that they understand
their roles better and know what to look out for. The governance training is expected to continue
until the end of July 2017.

FUNDING
We have been fortunate enough to maintain funding for all of our programs this financial year and
secure funding for several additional programs. We gained the following:
◾◾ Tackling Indigenous Smoking Officer through ACHSA (Walter Champion)
◾◾ The continuation of the two AOD positions through DPMC
◾◾ Service Maintenance Upgrades (fencing, security cameras and ambulance bay upgrade)
through IRHD, Department of Health
◾◾ Extra support for Ear & Eye Surgery Coordination through RDWA
◾◾ Continuation of support from the Fred Hollows Foundation for our Environmental Health
Officer
◾◾ 2 x Aged Care Staff Housing through Aged Care Flexible Services
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FUTURE PLANNING
We have decided that it would be best to separate payroll duties from the Human Resource
Manager role, so we have recruited Jaime Codner to take on payroll from the beginning of July 17.
We would like to welcome her to the team and hope with this change will allow the HR Manager
to spend more time on getting the new performance managements systems in place.
The Strategic Plan will be updated with the Board of Management and the Executive Managers
next financial year, which will set the strategic direction of Tullawon for the next five years.
Our Constitution will also be reviewed and we hope to present recommended changes to the
Community at our next AGM.
We are also looking forward to launching the Amenities Building upon completion and start
utilising the building during period of Business and during Sports Carnivals. We look forward to
having Sir General Michael Jeffrey and representatives from the Australian Army be part of this
event.

ADMINISTRATION

This year, we have also moved to General Purpose Accounting, through the support of our
accountants at Basso Newman. Our Finance Committee has a strong working relationship with
the team there and thank Hayley, Skye and Trevor for all of their support.

REPORT

We would like to thank all of our funding bodies for their continued support. Whilst there are many
changes we will be facing in the near future that will significantly impact funding, we are trying our
hardest to ensure there is adequate funding for THS.

The Aged Care Quality Review and the Clinic AGPAL Accreditation are coming up for renewal early
next financial year, so we will support the programs to go through these site visits.
Thank you to all of our stakeholders, funding bodies and partnering services. It has been
a great year overall and we look forward to the changes and challenges of the next
financial year.

Kim Lovibond – Business Manager
Daniel Finning – Human Resources Manager

Image: Daniel Finning
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PRIMARY HEALTH QUALITY ASSURANCE

MANAGER’S REPORT

Making Continuous Quality Improvement an integral part of assuring adoption of
best practices and improving the quality of the health care delivery.

BACKGROUND
The primary health services at Tullawon Health Service Inc (THS) Clinic encompass all the activities
engaged in attaining better health for Yalata and surrounding communities. THS is committed to
improving the quality of healthcare delivery and changing the way we do things so that we align
with the developments in modern medicine.

PROFILE
Primary Health Quality Assurance Manager

Dr Natasha Desai

Clinic Team Leader and Remote Area Nurse

Rianna Mundy

Remote Area Nurse

Bronwyn Regan

Remote Area Nurse

Pauline Oates

AHW Team Leader and Senior Aboriginal Health Practitioner

Lauren Peel

Aboriginal Health Practitioner

Karen Smith

Aboriginal Health Worker

Benjamin Reynolds

Aboriginal Health Worker

Walter Champion

Aboriginal Health Worker Trainee

Kiarni Coleman

Aboriginal Health Worker Trainee

Roy Day

Aboriginal Maternal and Infant Care Worker

Adrianne Baker

Mothers and Babies Team Leader

Jaleen Miller

Mothers and Babies worker

Carlene Ginger

Mothers and Babies worker

Melvina Smart

Social and Emotional Wellbeing Worker

Harriet Coleman

Alcohol and Other Drugs Worker

Rosie Edwards

Alcohol and Other Drugs Worker

John Mungee

Medical Receptionist

Jasana Mcnamara

Medical Cleaner

Verna Gibson

Image: Walter Champion, Dennyael Penny
and Pauline Oates preparing lunch
at the NAIDOC Family Day
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ACHIEVEMENTS AND DEVELOPMENTS
Improving quality in a dynamic environment such as a primary health care organisation is both
challenging and exciting. Streamlining processes and introducing a fresher outlook in the clinic
firstly required a thorough understanding of how things work and positive approach to improve.
Despite the challenges, the clinic team leader and the aboriginal health worker’s team leader
collaborated in actions to give their input in creating new systems, giving their feedback and
participating in creating, amending and often eliminating redundant practices.
IMPROVING COMMUNICATION THROUGH MEETINGS
In addition to the weekly meetings, we felt it was important to make planning and communication
an essential part of our practices in the clinic. This was a vital development in establishing better
interaction amongst the team and having a documented agenda, responsible persons and
corresponding action plan for the visiting General Practitioners, Medical Specialists and other
visiting medical staff. These meetings have been called Pre-Planning meetings and participation
has been significant which has created better outcomes on the days of visits. Furthermore, the
community has benefitted from these meetings since we are able identify specific clients to be
seen and get their timely care from the respective general or specialist medical consultant.
APPOINTMENT SYSTEM
This year THS clinic has implemented the appointment book system. This has significantly
improved the flow of patients within the health service and allowed visiting services to follow a
structured approach of seeing clients. The appointment system has also helped us document
and measure patient waiting times and areas of improvement.
WEBSTER SYSTEM
The transient nature of the community poses a huge challenge in dispensing
medications prescribed by their consulting doctors in a
timely and precise manner. Many clients often have
changes in their health plan that makes the
coordination between the pharmacy and
our clinic a crucial exercise.
The new medication Webster pack
system streamlined the basic process
of communicating the required
medications for each client and
additionally eliminated a redundant
fax system that was often a cause
for
miscommunication
and
delays. Additional improvements
were made in collaboration with
the Pharmacist by setting a regular
monthly date for communicating
changes, new prescriptions and
receiving medications on time.

PRIMARY HEALTH QUALITY ASSURANCE

Continuous quality improvement (CQI) is a fairly new concept in healthcare. However, it has
become crucial in creating a sustainable model within a healthcare setting and achieving higher
levels of efficiency and efficacy. CQI is an umbrella term for actions adopted to streamline
activities, identify process gaps, implement improvements while aligning employee performance
which ultimately improves the quality of patient care.

MANAGER’S REPORT

UNDERSTANDING QUALITY ASSURANCE

Image: Bonnie Cheyne, Physiotherapist,
visiting the Mums and Bubs Centre
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PRIMARY HEALTH QUALITY ASSURANCE

MANAGER’S REPORT
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PUBLIC HEALTH PROMOTION
The clinic staff have done a fabulous job with hosting Women’s Health Night and Men’s Health
Night in collaboration with KWHA Alliance General Practitioners who willingly participated in
carrying out health screening emphasising on sexual health.
COMMUNITY WIDE MENINGOCOCCAL W IMMUNISATION
We were alerted by SA Health of development of new cases of Meningococcal in the Ceduna
district. In association with the SA Health a community wide immunisation was conducted at the
clinic. In preparation, the health service implemented processes to establish a successful flow of
community members through the paperwork, immunisation and post vaccination care.
FOSTERING PARTNERSHIPS
The KWHA and the royal flying doctors continue their unparalleled services and support to working
towards community health and welfare. Furthermore, we have seen an increased number of visits
from the ACHSA clinical educators, Tackling Indigenous smoking coordinators, pharmacist visits
and AHCSA GP visits along with registrar visits.
SQID CYCLE PARTICIPATION
THS was able to participate in the South Australia Quality Improvement Data (SQID) cycle
facilitated by the CQI team at AHCSA. The SQID cycle employs basic principles in improving
health conditions by implementing improvement activities. Data is collected at the beginning
of the cycle, new practices are implemented and data is then compared at the end of the cycle.
The current SQID cycle is based on the HbA1c testing procedure for identified clients with Type
2 Diabetes Mellitus. THS has been a forerunner amongst other community controlled health
services by testing almost 75% of the community members with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus. THS has
participated in all scheduled webinars and contributed positively by providing de-identified data
and follow up of improvement processes. Participation in this cycle also allowed the introduction
of the PDSA cycles to improves any other process in the clinic.
COLLABORATING WITH SAHMRI FOR THE DIABETES STUDY
SAHMRI conducted a diabetes study at the clinic during the month of August 2017. They brought
in a team comprising of health workers, an optometrist and pathology personnel. The team was
very friendly and efficient and motivated the THS staff in understanding Diabetes Mellitus as a
condition and making it a part of the regular health check in community health services.

Image: Amy painting baubles a
the Family Christmas Day
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This year we have seen a considerable amount of changes in staffing. It has been particularly
challenging to secure permanent positions for various staff profiles particularly nursing staff.
New Aboriginal Health Worker Roster
A new aboriginal health worker roster was implemented to streamline after hours’ care. Some
of the challenges were around having the aboriginal health workers absent from the clinic for
extended periods of time and at the same time as other workers.
COMMUNICATION
To deliver the best possible health care services, it is essential that the team leaders liaise with the
team regarding any challenges and assigning tasks. The limited communication activities in the
clinic often reduced the opportunity to share ideas and distribute tasks appropriately.
TRAINING
All employees are provided with a training schedule in accordance to their role and job descriptions.
However, maintaining in-service training for all staff members that covered several practical
aspects of working at THS was difficult at times.
TRANSPORT
Patient Transport continues to be a significant challenge, as THS is not funded for general transport.
We utilise the services of several partners and stakeholders to assist patients to gain transport
support, such as the Far West Coast Native Title, Rural Doctors Workforce Agency and the SA
Primary Health Network. However, there are still gaps in services, eligibility criteria that must be
met and coordination timeframes. One of the biggest challenges is getting patients from Yalata
to Ceduna, as we cannot be without staff members on the ground. When THS’ transport service
to Ceduna becomes operational, this issue will be alleviated. The whole transport coordination
process is an identified CQI action and will be addressed in the next financial year, to streamline
this system.

Dr Natasha Desai
Primary Health Quality Assurance Manager

PRIMARY HEALTH QUALITY ASSURANCE

STAFFING

MANAGER’S REPORT

CHALLENGES

Image: Natasha preparing hotdogs
at the NAIDOC Family Day
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CLINIC TEAM LEADER’S

REPORT

Rianna Mundy has been working at Tullawon Health Service (THS) for almost 3
years as a Registered Nurse/Remote Area Nurse. This year her role has changed
from Remote Area Nurse to Clinic Nurse Team Leader, where she works alongside
Lauren; the Senior Aboriginal Health Practitioner Team Leader. Her primary role is
to supervise our Remote Area Nurses.
Lauren Peel remains our longest standing worker, with this year being her 10th
year work anniversary. She has also stepped up into the AHW Team Leader role,
supervising all the Aboriginal Health Workers and the SEWB/AOD Team.
Together, Rianna and Lauren also oversee Medical Reception and the Clinic Cleaner.
They both have the responsibility of scheduling the on-call rosters for their teams
and oversee the day to day running of the Clinic, with assistance and support from
their line manager, Natasha.

NEW UPDATES
This year we have had a new afterhours model of care for both Aboriginal Health Workers and
Remote Area Nurses. This new model of care has just been trialed over the last 4 months and has
been working well.
We are very grateful for our monthly KWHA (Alliance) visits as a part of which our Medical
Director, Dr. Michael Nugent has been coming bi-monthly for a full week to conduct chronic
disease assessments and management plans. This year we have been fortunate enough to get
a Cardiologist (Dr. Ferdous Alam) and Liver Specialist (Dr. Alan Wigg) visit Yalata with the KWHA
(Alliance).
Our SEWB/AOD Team, Rosie, Harriet and Aaron, have been working closely with Psychiatrist,
Dr. Ken Fiekle; who has been doing monthly visits and has really assisted and supported the SEWB
Team.
RFDS now have a Chronic Disease/ Diabetes Educator Amanda Smallacombe. It has been great
to get more diabetes check- ups in between Alliance Diabetes Educator, Jane Giles visits. Also
we have had Judith McGrath who is a breast screening nurse with RFDS who has visited THS to
support our Women’s Health team.

SUCCESSES
This year THS staff facilitated and assisted Country Health SA with our Meningococcal W vaccine
day so that the whole community was vaccinated against Meningococcal Strains A,C,W & Y.
During this vaccine day we also had our AHCSA Trachoma Screening. This community wide
vaccination and Trachoma screening day was very successful for THS with all staff participating.
All ENT surgeries performed by Dr Trish MacFarlane were able to be completed in Ceduna which
has been great for the ear health of the Yalata children.
This year in May THS assisted South Australian Health and Medical Research Institute (SAHMRI)
with an Aboriginal Diabetes Study, many of our clients participated in this study.
Over the last year we have also had some child development clinics which worked with Mum’s
and Bub’s and our AMIC worker alongside Dr. Rishi Agrawal and Dr Mark Pertini.

CHALLENGES
Some challenges we have had during the last 12 months would be the recruitment of permanent
nurses, however we have recently hired two permanent Remote Area Nurses. I would like to
welcome our new permanent Remote Area Nurses; Bronwyn Regan and Pauline Oates.
Rianna has shared that, it has been a challenge to step up to a Team Leader role for numerous
reasons, such as minimal experience, change over in nursing staff and the responsibilities of a
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During the year our staff have either attended workshops or training to update their skills. Most
of our staff have completed First Aid Course, Basic Life Support (BLS) and Manual Handling. Other
trainings include:
Cert III Training:
Cert IV Training:
Diploma of Narrative Therapy:
STI & BBV Workshop:
RHD Workshop:
Immunisation Certificate:
Sexual Education:

Roy Day, Aaron Edwards, Kiarni Coleman (all ongoing)
Walter Champion (ongoing)
Harriet Coleman (ongoing)
Adrianne Peel-Baker
Rianna Mundy
Rianna Mundy, Bronwyn Regan
Roy Day, Kiarni Coleman, Adrianne Peel-Baker

We would like to thank our team for their hard work and contributions this year. We look forward
to changes in the new year, such as embedding the Aboriginal Health Worker First Model more in
the Clinic. We look forward to supporting all of Yalata Community in the Clinic next year.

CLINIC TEAM LEADER’S

TRAINING

REPORT

Team Leader. It has been a challenging experience, especially being Aboriginal and been taught
to Respect Elders, at times it was difficult as well as having different views on things such as
viewing things from an Aboriginal perspective but on the other hand viewing things from a
Nursing perspective which sometimes she felt she has been caught in between. However, she
has stepped up to the Team Leader role, and feels she has become more confident, gained more
knowledge and feels very privileged to be able to given the chance to do so.

Lauren Peel
Senior Aboriginal Health Practitioner Team Leader
Rianna Mundy
Remote Area Nurse Team Leader

Images:

Lauren Peel with granddaughter
at the Family Christmas Day

		 Aaron Pompey and Rianna Mundy
at the Family Christmas Day
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL WELLBEING

TEAM REPORT

One year has passed as the Social Emotional Female worker at Tullawon Health
Service Inc. (THS). For the first part of this financial year, the team consisted of
Benjamin Reynolds as the Social Emotional Male Worker and myself (Harriet Coleman)
worked as the Social Emotional Female Worker. We are situated opposite to the
clinic reception, within the same building.
With the help of Uncle Benny, and Tullawon staff I was introduced around the community as the
Social Emotional Female Worker. I had to take baby steps to gain the trust with the women of
Yalata community, by introducing myself, and participating in the activities that were on at the
Women’s Centre that Melissa Windlass was Managing.
On 3 occasion we had the chance to go on Cultural Women’s (day) trips. The one trip in particular
that stands out, was when there was supposed to be only 12 women that were going to participate,
but we ended up having 26 women! Sandy, Audra, Melissa, and myself organised this day and it
was a very good day, also with Mima Smart, Rosslyn Peters and the Aged and Disability ladies, and
Community ladies. We got to collect and do bush medicine, and also to hunt for wombat on our
way home. At one place there was 5 wombats, I even tried to do digging but I could not keep up….
I got puffed out!
Uncle Benny and myself was providing a range of Culturally Appropriate services to the community
of Yalata. We assisted clients with general support, advocacy, assistance gaining other services to
contribute to their physical emotional and social wellbeing and more.
We promoted a healthy lifestyle and gave education about substance abuse, this could be done
on a one to one by showing them a flip chart and explaining the effects of alcohol, or by video
or just yarning about one’s health. We encouraged participation in the program we delivered,
especially the bush health program activities that we held.

JANUARY 2016 - MARCH 2016
Uncle Benny transferred to the Aged Care & Disability Team and I was in this position on my own
for a while. As I was on my own, I had to do things a bit differently, to make sure things continued
to be Culturally Appropriate, not only to the women but to men of Yalata.
As women of the community were seeing me around they became familiar with me and as we
had open door policy women were coming in for just a yarn or to help with some paperwork.
This could be:
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾

Referrals (Eg. Step Down)
Centrelink
Legal (Courts)
Native Title Assistance to help with travel costs to specialist appointments /
accommodation
◾◾ Transport
◾◾ Advocacy to other agencies
◾◾ Adult Health Check (screening)
For the Men it was more paperwork regarding DSP, Centrelink appointments to specialists etc. On
two occasions I did trips to Port Augusta to pick up and drop off clients, one time I was supported
by Audra Bridley and the other by Hillary Williams. I also introduced myself to YCI Hub (Rachael) &
Complete Personnel (Kristy) and started a great working partnership.
From March 2016 two new positions became available as Male SEWB/AOD Support Worker &
Female AOD Support Worker. Aaron Edwards and Rosie Bilney joined the SEWB team as the SEWB/
AOD (Alcohol & Other Drugs Support Worker). It was very slow in the beginning with establishing
the new AOD positions apart from the SEWB team, however both sections are connected and
linked with working in SEWB field.
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Over the last 12 months we created a strong relationship with many key stakeholders within Yalata
and surrounding regions. We attend meetings or advocate for our clients on a day to day basis.
Stakeholders include:
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾

Centrelink
YCI
HUB
Ceduna Day Centre
Town Camp
Sobering Up Centre
Ceduna District Health Service
Step Down Ceduna / Port Augusta
Life Without Barriers
ADAC
Multiple Hospitals
Legal Services

◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾
◾◾

Family Violence
Footsteps
Iluka
Housing SA
ALRM
University NSW
Native Title
VPF
SAPOL
Centre Care
Disability SA
Tullawon Aged Care (workers and clients).

On a day to day basis, community issues may arise and can shape the way we deliver service
i.e. Sorry Business, Diabetes Week, Kidney Week, health checks and others. As SEWB and AOD
employees we would like the community to understand and accept the following;
◾◾ WE, are ‘team workers’ for Tullawon and Community
◾◾ WE, respect and value cultural ways and work towards delivering culturally appropriate
programs
◾◾ SEWB and AOD team aim to deliver culturally appropriate services across all our program
and activities.
◾◾ WE want to educate the community on the harmful effects that alcohol and other drugs
have on individuals, families and communities; and
◾◾ WE want to build community capacity in understanding that there is no shame in talking
to somebody, “yarning” about YOUR feelings; if your Sad! Angry! Stressed! And Depressed!
Come have a yarn we will do our best.

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL WELLBEING

Exposure to our CACPP will allow four levels of screening i.e. observe, screen, assess and apply
appropriate method. Clients often possess other chronic illnesses that have potentially gone under
the radar, we aim to alleviate these issues with continuity of our delivery of service, mandatory
reviews and having management systems supporting our service delivery.

TEAM REPORT

The SEWB/AOD team have developed a Culturally Appropriate Client Pathway Plan (CACPP): This
will allow all our referral’s from external services to enter into our developed CACPP, identifying
serious and non-threatening illnesses. Once entered in to the CACPP we can then match their
needs with our tailored service delivery having greater outcomes for our community people.

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL WELLBEING MALE / FEMALE WORKER
◾◾ Harriet Coleman
◾◾ Benjamin Reynolds
◾◾ Aaron Edwards
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS SUPPORT WORKER
◾◾ Rosie Bilney
◾◾ Aaron Edwards

Harriet Coleman – SEWB Worker
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CHILD & MATERNAL HEALTH

PROGRAM

Firstly, I would like to acknowledge our family members and friends that have passed
on this year. It has been sad time for our Community and surrounding Communities.
I, Jaleen Miller (Eileen), Mums & Bubs Team Leader would like to say that this year has been a very
busy year again. Our workers, Melvina Smart, Carlene Ginger and Sophia Gibson have provided
many services in our Centre.
Dr Rishi Agrawal (Paediatrician) & Dr Mark Pertini (Neuro Psychologist) are specialists from Adelaide
that have been regularly visiting to provide Early Childhood Development diagnoses. This has been
incredibly helpful, as this has been a huge gap for children in our Community. They assess the
children and if they find they may need some assistance in an area, we can use their assessment
to help find the support they need. Some can even be referred to the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS), if they meet the eligibility criteria. Any families that have concerns about their
children, feel free to come and see us, so we can book them in for an assessment.
Our team worked with the Clinic team and assisted clients travel
to Ceduna Hospital to gain Ear operations through the Ear
Specialist (Dr Trish McFarlane). We had 17 people who needed
to get down there (children and their parents). This was
funded as a once off through RDWA.
The Family Violence Team, Keturah, Fantasia and
Charlotte, have been coming up and doing talks with
the mothers. They are putting together paintings that
represent Family Violence.
Melvina and I, attended the SNAICC conference in
Canberra. This was an excellent experience and a very
good resource, as it has representatives from many
communities talking about their issues and how we can
support each other to overcome them.
Our team always supports the Women’s Health Night, along with
the Aboriginal Health Workers. This year, all the women had
facials, got their hair coloured and gained a full Women’s health check-up. It
is a great way for all the local women to get together, learn about health
and have fun at the same time.
We still host many Cultural Activity Days out bush with other
agencies that we work with. We cook kangaroo tails, sleepy
lizards, and damper in the ashes. Bush medicine is also taught
in the centre, the mums learn each step from picking it from
the bush to making it, we also donate some jars of bush
medicine to support the youth centre.
Images:
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1. Teaching the children to cook bush tucker
2. The Children preparing for their dance
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Birthing in Ceduna Hospital is one of our goals we are working towards, as it is closer to home
and mothers can remain closer to their families. We are also trying to aim to reduce the time that
mothers-to-be need to leave Community to be close to birthing services. This is a long term plan
and hope that with a Trainee AMIC Worker (Ajay Baker) on Community, we can reduce pregnancy
risks through education and regular health checks.
Tullawon Health worked very well with the Ceduna District Hospital and SA Health to provide
everyone in Yalata their Meningococcal vaccination. We provided a healthy lunch for everyone that
had his or her injection. This was very successful for the whole of the community and Tullawon
Health did a great job.
When the KWHA (Health Alliance) or RFDS comes to Yalata, we make sure any of our clients that
need to see them are supported during their appointments. We encourage our clients to seek
health assistance when they require it.
Tullawon always supports us to undertake training. This year we participated in Healthy Lifestyle,
Food Handling, Shine SA, First Aid, NDIS, Rural Minds, and Child & Neglect Reporting.
We look forward to working better and stronger, with our work with families and other agencies,
to achieve better outcomes for our Community.
Thanking you for all your support throughout the year.

CHILD & MATERNAL HEALTH

◾◾ Port Augusta Hospital Bibi Birthing Program - how they can support our mums and dads
when they are in Port Augusta Hospital.
◾◾ Step Down Port Augusta - about their new rule: Shut from Friday reopens on Monday.
◾◾ ACHSA Trachoma Team - check our children’s eyes; there was a bag of hygiene essentials,
which we given to them after getting their eyes checked.
◾◾ Aboriginal Legal Services - came down and talked with the mums and dads about any
assistance that they need if their children have been taken away.

PROGRAM

We had many visiting agencies come to the Centre to talk the Mums and Dads about the services
they offer. Including:

Jaleen (Eileen) Miller
C&MH Program Team Leader
Image: Jaleen Miller and Melvina Smart at the Aboriginal Embassy in Canberra
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AGED CARE AND DISABILITY

SERVICES

DAY CENTRE
The Aged Care & Disability (AC&D) Day Centre delivers services 8.30 am – 5.00pm week days to 17
Aged Care clients and 16 Disability clients, plus their carers.
The Day Centre provides a safe haven for our Community Elders to come in and relax, watch
television and socialise with each other. They can be supported to access other services such as
Trustees, Centrelink, Centrecare, specialist services and the medical centre. Our clients are also
supported with transport to services and appointments located outside of Yalata.
Each client has access to a daily menu which provides information on the service of meals for
breakfast, morning tea, lunch, afternoon tea and then dinner (Meals on Wheels). All meals are
carefully prepared in the Day Centre kitchen by our Cook, Lionel Smart, with
assistance
provided by our community staff.
Client activities, including birthday celebrations, painting, crafts
and cultural activities have been facilitated throughout the
year.
Staff assist clients with taking daily medication with their
meals and on-call Health Workers provide medication
support over the weekends. Clients are also able to
access support for hygiene, washing of clothes, any
personal items and linen as they require and transport
to Ceduna for shopping.
There has been a change of service without a Community
Nurse to come in and assist our Clients with their health
and wellbeing follow up services. We now communicate with
the nursing team to provide continued medical services such
as observations, advocating in doctors appointments and review
of medication. Furthermore, assisting in family meetings to plan supports
for clients with urgent medical procedures or in-hospital stays. The medical team and Doctors are
completing required assessments for the transition into packages such as
“My Age Care” and “NDIS”.

AGED CARE SERVICES
Our Aged Care service consists of 3 employees plus a Team
Leader (James Baker) who assist our community clients
with support services on a daily basis. These staff work
on a full time basis with shared roles within disability
services. We also have a cook, 1 full-time and 1 part-time
employee in Disability services.
Their role consists of delivering daily meals, medication
assistance, personal support if required, advocacy and
transportation.
Staff follow a task schedule to keep the Day Centre
running smoothly and have daily tasks they must complete
to meet the required accreditation standards to continue
providing services for our community.
We have seen quality improvements made in all areas of services to
clients with the development of a fortnightly set menu plan for clients
with a variety of meats and meals served to clients maintaining healthy
meals within the 5 food groups. As our Elders have a preference for Kangaroo meat
in their diet, this is reviewed regularly so clients can have an input to the food they are served.
Images:
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1. Auntie Rita Bryant working on her bush artefacts by the fire
2. Robert Faulkner enjoying the family day
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This area has seen a steady support to community Elders
with around 17 regular clients being provided services on a
daily basis in Aged care receiving a suite of services.

DISABILITY SERVICES
Disability services are made up of 3 employees plus a Team Leader (Sandy Binell) who assist our
community clients with support services on a daily basis. These staff work on a part-time basis
and we currently have 1 staff member on extended leave.
The Disability team provides a similar service to Aged Care, this area provides the normal support
services through the day centre to clients as well as case management of Disability clients.
Advocacy for these clients is a key support when dealing with Government Departments and
Trustee services.
The team also provides in-home services once a week to clients housed at the Disability units.
The clients receive support in cleaning of each unit, washing of linen, maintenance/repair checks,
courtyard maintenance and a week-end meal pack.

AGED CARE AND DISABILITY

As a part of their roles, employees are also
required to complete intake assessments for new
clients and develop or review Care Plans annually
for ongoing client support services with case
management supports.

SERVICES

The kitchen has seen improvements in the systems they are
using in preparation of meals, development of meal plans,
food temperature control monitoring, stock/stores
ordering system and other monitoring records. This
area has to be efficient in preparation times and
service of meals while maintaining food regulation
standards, staff have been provided Safe Food
Handlers training in this area.

Staff are required to complete care plans that support the service needs for
individual clients. This has changed with the transition into NDIS packages
for registered disability clients, we have been working on assessments in
preparation to transfer across.
This area has seen a significant climb in community clients seeking
support since early 2016 when we were providing 5 regular Disability
clients and this has increased to 16 regular Disability clients on a
daily basis receiving a suite of services.

FUNDING:
Aged Care & Disability services have several streams of funding
sources to help deliver services to the Yalata Community.
Aged Care Flexible Services (Department of Health), Disability SA,
National Jobs Creation Package, Commonwealth Home Support
Programme and DCSI Home & Community Care (HACC) fund the daily
delivery of services provided in the Day Centre.
National Jobs Creations projects provides funding for our part-time community
staff to work 18 hours a week in Aged care and Disability support service area, this
funding is provided on the basis we meet a minimum of 18 hours per staff employed per
week or we may see this funding with drawn reducing staff on the ground.

Images:

1. Bush Tucker time
2. Russell Bryant and David Ginger working on artefacts
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AGED CARE AND DISABILITY

SERVICES

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT/ DATA:
October 2016 AC&D services underwent an accreditation audit to review if we were complying as
an organisation to the standards required in delivering services to community.
THS has developed an action plan for this area to implement and work towards employees
meeting the required standards for continued funding and service provision.
AC&D services will be undergoing a review of the Audit in October 2017.
A number of employees have completed data training and implemented this into their workplace
practice, there has been increased responsibilities for team leaders to input data and maintaining
service records in a timely manner.
AC&D reporting periods for both Communicare and Disability data have also improved.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
AC&D services have given the opportunity to a number of employees to access training to enhance
the work they are doing on ground for client services.
We have rolled out: Aged Care Certificate 3, Food Handlers, Cultural Awareness, First Aid, better
oral health in residential care, assist clients with medication and manual handling training. This is
now a standard requirement for any employee commencing work in this area to be offered the
opportunity to gain these skills if they do not have them when commencing with THS.
We have been developing a training package that will suit managers and team leaders needing to
enhance skills in management and leadership with TAFE SA, this will be rolled out over the next
12 months.
We have also supported staff to attend a number of forums through Aged care and Disability
networks to gain knowledge and build networks in this area.

LOOKING AHEAD:
We upgraded the day centre, kitchen and disability units for clients and staff safety and wellbeing
and intend on reviewing and continuing works in this area.
In the year ahead we plan to have more cultural activities and events, provide resources for our
clients to have craft days or game days to assist in building their social networks. We would like
to support our clients to give them more independence given the new packaging being rolled out
through NDIS and My Age Care.
In the background we have continued to implement new systems to move the area into
maintaining required accreditation standards.
We have looked at how we can share information to community clients to assist with the new
way of delivering services to clients under the new NDIS. This project is in progress as the THS
management team, NDIS coordinator and Aged & Disability services work together to implement
the new program over the next 12 months.

Georgina Riseley
Aged & Disability Coordinator
James Baker
Aged Care Team Leader
Sandy Binell
Disability Team Leader
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NATIONAL DISABILITY INSURANCE

SCHEME

My role as a Community Connector is
to provide information to potential
clients and their families about
the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS), assist them in
the application process and
help them understand and
implement their plans. I have
been working with a lot of
Community Elders, Stakeholders
and partnering organisations, to
help distribute this information.
In January 2017, the NDIS services rolled
out to include clients up to the age of 17
years. In many instances, tapping into this age
group of young adults is a bit difficult. However,
through patience and engagement through Service
providers like FLOW and the Youth Program, it has allowed more opportunity
to disseminate information about the NDIS to them.
We spent the last part of 2016 reviewing the progress of the work that has been occurring with
Country Health services and our participants. These services ceased in December 2017, as the
services they were providing were no longer funded nor could they meet the Community’s needs.
It was unfortunate to see them go.
Since January 2017, we were in limbo. Reviewed plans were not provided to participants and families.
There is a Speech Pathologist and Physiotherapist willing to travel to Yalata to provide services.
Dr Judy (Speech Pathologist) and Bonnie (Physio) came
to Yalata to spend time with the Community and
give more information on understanding what
they do.
Many
changes
happened
to
participants and several families
have moved out of Yalata. Best
wishes to them who choose
to pursue better lives for their
families.
We had Planners visit the
Community twice and we were
able to review some plans, but
some families missed out due
to other circumstances. This
continues to be a significant
issue. The Planners do not attend
Community often and if families
aren’t available when they are, they
have to wait very long periods before
having another chance to be assessed.
Some identified children who require Early
Childhood Development supports miss out,
during integral parts of their development.
Images:		 1. Aliya and Billy Smart
2. Children doing some colouring in with Jamilah
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NATIONAL DISABILITY INSURANCE

SCHEME

On a positive note we are still learning and the NDIS is still growing, learning, implementing changes
and improving ways to help Communities transition to the Scheme and understand how it works.
Information on Early Childhood Intervention is also being provided, so intervention can occur at
an early age.
THS has been given the funds to expand Community Connector services to Koonibba, Scotdesco
and Ceduna and employ supports in each community. I am still covering Oak Valley and Yalata.
We hope to have these positions filled soon, so information can be provided to the Community
members in each of these areas.
The NDIS will soon be rolling out to 64 years of age by January 2018. There are huge changes for all
those currently receiving Disability services through DCSI, including the services currently provided
by Tullawon. There has been communication from DSCI to NDIS to assist with this transition, but
we fear there are significant gaps. There is still a lot to learn and do whilst this is happening.

Jamilah Lovibond – Team Leader

Image: Jamilah Lovibond in front
of the Christmas Tree

BASSO NEWMAN

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Basso Newman Chartered Accountants have been working with Tullawon Health Service since
2004. The team (mainly Hayley Raven, Skye Taylor and Trevor Basso) look after all of Tullawon’s
Finances and Accounting; from paying accounts to bookkeeping and preparing the necessary
documentation for our annual audit. The finance committee meets with the Basso Newman
team on a regular basis for finance meetings to keep on top of how THS is traveling against our
budgets throughout the year.
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Thank you to all the staff who contributed to our annual report by way of articles, photos, production,
and distribution. A special thank you to Peter Redden of Peter Redden – Content & Design Solutions
for beautifully designing and creating this report.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF FUNDING BODIES
Tullawon Health Service Inc. formally wishes to thank all of our funding bodies for their continued
support throughout 2016-2017. We would not be able to support the Anangu of Yalata Community
without your help.

A bi-annual rafﬂe is also drawn at each of these events, with incredible prizes. To gain tickets in the
rafﬂe prizes, Community members must attend the clinic and gain health screens. Eligible health
screens included; ATSI Health Check, STI screens, kidney function tests, vaccinations, development
screens and more. Through generous donations and discounts from local businesses, THS was able to
provide signiﬁcant prizes in the rafﬂe draw. Some of the prizes included televisions; household goods
and equipment, such as a washing machine and dryer; camping gear and so much more. We would
like to acknowledge the contributions from the following local businesses, who have supported these
wonderful events:
◾
◾
◾
◾

Government of South Australia
SA Health

Ceduna Betta Electrical
Ceduna Furniture
Ceduna Homescene
Ceduna Foreshore Hotel & Motel

For the ﬁrst time ever, Yalata hosted three show rides to celebrate the NAIDOC Family Day. We had
the Hurricane, Titanic Slide and a Safari Train for the younger children. Everyone was fed hot dogs,
popcorn, cinnamon donuts and a little bit of fairy ﬂoss to create the complete carnival experience.
For many children, this was the ﬁrst time they had experienced a show like this or been on show
rides. Whilst we had some weather setbacks, it was an incredibly enjoyable day for all. The THS team
worked tirelessly to complete their allocated tasks and ensure it went off without a hitch. SAPOL also
has some representatives present and assisted us with doing night patrol to ensure the rides were
safe overnight. Key stakeholders and partnering services were invited to promote services and get
involved with the Community.

THANK YOU

The Christmas days commence with Santa and his helpers, driving the ambulance around the
Community, waking up the children and leading them to the Christmas activities. The activities
include; card making; bauble decorating; face painting and more. Each child that is a resident of
Yalata, under the age of 16 receives a wonderful gift, speciﬁc to their age and gender. Their names
are individually called out and they receive the gift directly from Santa. Some children were a little
nervous about Santa, whilst others were very excited to see him in real life!

THANK YOU

& FUNDING BODIES

FAMILY COMMUNITY

HEALTH DAYS

The Tullawon Health Service (THS) Executive Management team decided that Yalata needed
more fun. The Community doesn’t get many opportunities to celebrate altogether for a united reason
that isn’t promoting a service or organisation. It was decided that a Family Christmas Day would
be held each December and a NAIDOC Family Day would be hosted during NAIDOC week in July.
These days are speciﬁcally for Yalata families and all associated activities and food are free. On the
15th December 2016, Tullawon Health Service Inc. held its inaugural Family Christmas Day and it was
a huge success.

Government of South Australia
Department for Communities
and Social Inclusion

Aboriginal health

in Aboriginal hands

The ﬁrst prize for the Family Day rafﬂe included a Home Package, complete with a lounge, dining
setting, 55 inch Smart TV, TV stand and a vacuum. The second prize was a Camping Package, with a
double swag, 2 sleeping bags, 55L car fridge, 2 surf rods and tackle. The third prize was a Study/Work
Package, with an adjustable desk, computer chair, laptop and accessories.
THS is very excited to host these two events each year, as it makes such a positive difference to those
in the Community. You can see the excitement on the faces of the children, their parents and families
too. All of the feedback we have received from these have been very positive and we hope that all
of the families in Yalata enjoy them too. Please remember to come and visit the Clinic to gain more
rafﬂe tickets for the next event!

Front Cover Images - Family Community Health Days
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